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 The selected wall can be edited in the |_Material Settings| |_Material Settings| window (Fig. In this section, we examine some of
the more advanced features of the |_Material Settings| |_Material Settings| window. 20_ and its density within the case. {|

class="wikitable" border="1" cellpadding="3" cellspacing="0" ! scope="col" width="40" | || Scope || |- ! scope="col" |
Description ! scope="col" | Major features | Description | It is one of the several material properties of a case that allow the case

to be identified when it is not in color. It can be used to distinguish a case when its outer surface is not painted (white) and its
inner surface is painted (black). In addition, it can be used to identify a specific type of case (ex. ! scope="col" | Use in bling
code | The density of white is 100. ! scope="col" | Density in bling code | A density value of 50 or less is considered White. !

scope="col" | Threshold value | The threshold value indicates the smallest number that is considered White. The default
threshold value is 100. ! scope="col" | Threshold formula | The threshold value is equal to half the default threshold value. !
scope="col" | Value Range | The range value is the maximum and minimum values that can be set in the |_Material Settings|
|_Material Settings| window. ! scope="col" | Values | The values for density, range, and threshold represent specific numbers
that can be set in the |_Material Settings| |_Material Settings| window. ! scope="col" | Default | The default threshold value is
100. ! scope="col" | Recommended value | The range value is 25. ! scope="col" | Notes | If the default threshold value is 100,

the range value must be set to 25. If the threshold value is changed to 100, the range value must be set to 25. |} The Range value
is the maximum and minimum values that can be set in the |_Material Settings| |_Material Settings| window. 520fdb1ae7
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